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Notch signalingpression and function of the Sox15 transcription factor during the development of
the external mechanosensory organs of Drosophila. We ﬁnd that Sox15 is expressed speciﬁcally in the socket
cell, and have identiﬁed the transcriptional cis-regulatory module that controls this activity. We show that
Suppressor of Hairless [Su(H)] and the POU-domain factor Ventral veins lacking (Vvl) bind conserved sites in
this enhancer and provide critical regulatory input. In particular, we ﬁnd that Vvl contributes to the activation
of the enhancer following relief of Su(H)-mediated default repression by the Notch signaling event that
speciﬁes the socket cell fate. Loss of Sox15 gene activity was found to severely impair the electrophysiological
function of mechanosensory organs, due to both cell-autonomous and cell-non-autonomous effects on the
differentiation of post-mitotic cells in the bristle lineage. Lastly, we ﬁnd that simultaneous loss of both Sox15
and the autoregulatory activity of Su(H) reveals an important role for these factors in inhibiting transcription
of the Pax family gene shaven in the socket cell, which serves to prevent inappropriate expression of the shaft
differentiation program. Our results indicate that the later phases of socket cell differentiation are controlled
by multiple transcription factors in a collaborative, and not hierarchical, manner.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.IntroductionMetazoan development depends fundamentally on the capacity of
a handful of cell-cell signaling pathways to effect an extremely diverse
array of conditional cell fate decisions. This capacity is based in turn on
the ability of each pathway to activate distinct subsets of its target
gene repertoire in different contexts, which is achieved through the
integrative properties of the associated transcriptional cis-regulatory
modules (Barolo and Posakony, 2002).
The Notch (N) signaling pathway is particularly well suited to
binary cell fate choices, inwhich two possible cell fates are partitioned
among two or more adjacent or nearby cells (Lai, 2004; Bray, 2006).
The architecture and function of the N pathway have long been
studied in the context of mechanosensory organ development in
Drosophila, a setting inwhich the pathway is used repeatedly from the
selection of primary precursor cells to the speciﬁcation of post-mitotic
cell fates in the ensuing lineage (Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990;
Posakony, 1994). The ﬁrst step takes place in small groups of cells with
neural cell fate potential called proneural clusters (PNCs). Within each).
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l rights reserved.PNC, one cell becomes stably committed to the sensory organ
precursor (SOP) fate and inhibits all of its neighbors from adopting
the same fate, in a N-mediated signaling process called lateral
inhibition. The inhibited cells adopt the alternative, epidermal cell
fate. The SOP then divides, initiating a ﬁxed cell lineage that ultimately
generates the four terminally differentiated cells comprising the
mechanosensory organ found in the adult ﬂy: tormogen (socket cell),
trichogen (shaft cell), thecogen (sheath cell), and a bipolar neuron
(Figs. 1A, B). The socket and shaft cells are sister cells in this lineage
(resulting from the division of the pIIa secondary precursor), as are
the sheath cell and neuron (progeny of the pIIIb tertiary precursor)
(Hartenstein and Posakony, 1989; Gho et al., 1999). When these cell
pairs are born, they are each bipotent: both sisters can adopt either of
the two possible fates. Asymmetric N signaling is responsible for
insuring that the two cells adopt different fates. Thus, one cell in each
pair receives and responds to a N-mediated signal from its sister and is
accordingly directed to the N-responsive fate (socket or sheath). The
remaining sister adopts the N-non-responsive fate (shaft or neuron).
Following these cell fate speciﬁcation events, each cell executes a
complex program of differentiation that confers the distinctive
structural and physiological properties that constitute its unique
contribution to the construction of a functional mechanosensory
organ (Hartenstein and Posakony, 1989). For example, the trichogen
builds the long microtubule-based shaft structure that functions as a
very sensitive receptor of mechanical stimuli; this cell degenerates
Fig. 1. Sox15 is expressed speciﬁcally in socket cells of external sensory organs. (A) Diagram of the Drosophilamechanosensory bristle lineage, indicating protein expression markers
characteristic of speciﬁc cells. Expression of the three SOP markers and of the pIIb marker Pros is maintained in all of their progeny cells during the mitotic phase of the lineage. As
post-mitotic cells differentiate (24–36 hours APF), protein expression proﬁles reﬁne to those indicated at right. Notch-dependent cell fates are shown in bold italics. (B) Cross-section
diagram of adult mechanosensory bristle organ [adapted fromWalker et al. (Walker et al., 2000)], showing the shaft, neuron, sheath, and socket cells. Also indicated is the dendrite of
the neuron. (C–E) Su(H)mRNA (C, green in E) and Sox15mRNA (D, magenta in E) appear in the same cells in the late embryo. (F–N) Pattern of Sox15 protein accumulation (G, G', J, M,
andmagenta in H, H', K, N) comparedwith that of Su(H) (F, F', I, and green in H, H', K) in socket cells of the embryo and the pupal notum, and comparedwith the pattern ofWg protein
(L, green in N) in wing, haltere, and leg imaginal discs of late third-instar larvae.
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with a cytoplasmic sheath, and produces the cuticular socket struc-
ture that surrounds the base of the shaft. The socket cell is also
responsible for maintaining a distinct (high K+, low Na+) ionic
environment in the endolymph, the ﬂuid in the lymph cavity inside
the organ. The composition of the endolymph is essential to the
proper functioning of the mechanosensitive ion channels in themembrane of the neuron, and thus for mechanotransduction itself
(Jarman, 2002).
The fundamental role played by N signaling in the development of
Drosophila mechanosensory organs is founded on context-dependent
transcriptional responses to activation of the N receptor. Suppressor of
Hairless [Su(H)], the transducing transcription factor for the N pathway,
is by default a repressor (Barolo et al., 2000b; Morel and Schweisguth,
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protein Hairless (H) binds to Su(H) and recruits the co-repressors
Groucho (Gro) and C-terminal Binding Protein (CtBP), thus conferring
repressive activity on Su(H) bound to its targets (Morel et al., 2001;
Barolo et al., 2002). N activation leads to proteolytic cleavage of the
receptor's intracellular domain (NICD) and its translocation to the
nucleus, where it and the co-activator protein Mastermind (Mam) form
a complex that replaces the H/Gro/CtBP complex on Su(H), converting
Su(H) from a repressor to an activator (Bray, 2006). Which subset of N
pathway target genes is activated following any given signaling event is
determined by “local activators” — transcription factors that cooperate
with Su(H) to activate only those targets with the appropriate binding
sites in their N-responsive cis-regulatory modules (Nellesen et al., 1999;
Cooperet al., 2000;Barolo andPosakony, 2002).Different local activators
are expressed in different developmental contexts. Thus, a full under-
standing of a particular cell's distinctive response to N signaling requires
knowledge of the full set of pathway target genes activated by the signal
in that cell; identiﬁcation of each target's responding cis-regulatory
module; and identiﬁcation of the local activators that contribute to the
context-speciﬁc activation of each module. The goal is to elucidate the
cell's “speciﬁcation-differentiation interface”; in other words, to under-
stand how the same cell fate speciﬁcation signal elicits a distinct
differentiative outcome in each setting.
Our previous work has characterized one highly speciﬁc transcrip-
tional response of the socket cell to the N signaling event that speciﬁes
its fate (Barolo et al., 2000b). This cell uniquely expresses very high
levels of Su(H), far higher than that required to transduce a N signal.
This is the result of the cell type-speciﬁc activation of the
autoregulatory socket enhancer (ASE) downstream of the Su(H)
gene. This autoactivation loop, and the elevated Su(H) levels it
generates, are not required for speciﬁcation of the socket cell fate, nor
for many aspects of socket cell differentiation, including the normal
formation of the socket cuticular structure. Instead, sensory organs in
which the socket cell lacks ASE activity exhibit severe deﬁcits in the
electrophysiological properties that underlie mechanotransduction.
This ﬁnding suggested that different components of the socket cell
differentiation program are under separate regulatory control.
In the present study we show that the Sox-family transcription
factor Sox15 is likewise expressed speciﬁcally in the socket cell of
external sensory organs and we identify the cis-regulatory module
that directs this expression. We provide evidence that this module is a
direct target of Su(H) and the N pathway, and that N signaling acts
principally to relieve default repression by Su(H), leaving to local
activators the task of activating themodule in the socket cell. We show
that one such local activator is the POU-domain transcription factor
Ventral veins lacking (Vvl). By analyzing ﬂies carrying deletion
mutations within the Sox15 locus, we deﬁne an important role for
Sox15 in the socket cell differentiation program. We ﬁnd that Sox15,
like Su(H), is required for the proper electrophysiological function of
the sensory organ. Important phenotypic differences between Sox15
and Su(H) ASEmutants, however, imply that the two factors control at
least partially non-overlapping components of the socket program.
Finally, we demonstrate that Sox15 and Su(H) collaborate to inhibit
socket cell expression of shaven (sv), which encodes a Pax family
transcription factor that is a high-level regulator of the shaft
differentiation program (Kavaler et al., 1999). Thus, actively prevent-
ing execution of the alternative (sister cell) program, which helps
insure the robustness of cell fate commitment, is a critical response to
N signaling in the mechanosensory organ lineage.
Materials and methods
Fly lines
KG09145 ﬂies were a gift of Hugo Bellen; Ubx-FLP ﬂies were a gift of
Y. N. Jan; vvlH599 FRT80B ﬂies were a gift of Adi Salzberg; Ubi-nGFPFRT80B and sequencing strain ﬂies were obtained from the Blooming-
ton Stock Center (Stock #5630 and #2057, respectively); the Su(H)
AR9/Su(H)SF8; Su(H)RC-ΔASE stock has been described previously
(Barolo et al., 2000b).
Sox15 mutant alleles
New mutant alleles of Sox15 described in this study were created
by mobilizing the P transposon insertion KG09145 (Roseman et al.,
1995; Bellen et al., 2004) by crossing this strain to ﬂies carrying a
transposase source (Cooley et al., 1988). F1 progeny were crossed to a
CyO balancer and stocks were generated from y- w-, CyO F2 progeny.
Stocks were screened for deletions by PCR, ﬁrst in pools of ten, and
then as individual lines from positive pools. DNA was ampliﬁed from
individual positive lines, and PCR products were sequenced to
determine exact deletion breakpoints.
Mosaic analysis
vvl-/- clones were generated utilizing the FLP/FRT system (Golic
and Lindquist, 1989; Golic, 1991; Xu and Rubin, 1993). Males of the
genotype y w Ubx-FLP/Y; vvlH599 FRT80B/+were crossed either to y w
Ubx-FLP; ASE-nGFP; Ubi-nGFP FRT80B or to y w Ubx-FLP; Sox7.5NnGFP;
Ubi-nGFP FRT80B females. Flies were reared at 25 °C to induce clones.
Electrophysiology
Recordings from adult anterior notopleural bristles were per-
formed as described previously (Kernan et al., 1994; Walker et al.,
2000). For each genotype, eight bristles were analyzed. Statistical
signiﬁcance was determined using a two-sample t test.
DNA-binding assays
The vvl-PA coding region was ampliﬁed from genomic DNA and
cloned into the pGEX-5X-2 vector. GST-Vvl fusion proteinwas puriﬁed
as described (Bailey and Posakony, 1995), and 6XHis-Su(H) as
described (Janknecht et al., 1991). Electrophoretic mobility shift
assays (EMSAs) were performed as described previously (Bailey and
Posakony, 1995; Barolo et al., 2000b). Wild-type Probe 1 consists of
the sequence TTACAAGTAATATTTACATTTTTCCCATGCTAA; the Vvl site
mutant version is TTACAAGTAATAGGGACCGTTTTCCCATGCTAA, the Su
(H) sitemutant version is TTACAAGTAATATTTACATTTTTGCCATGCTAA,
and the Vvl/Su(H) double site mutant is TTACAAGTAATAGG-
GACCGTTTTGCCATGCTAA. Wild-type Probe 2 consists of the sequence
GCAGTCGACCATTTACATATTTACGTTTAC; the Vvl site mutant version is
GCAGTCGACCAGGGACCGATTTACGTTTAC.
Reporter transgene constructs
Various regions of the Sox15 locus (see Fig. 2A) were ampliﬁed by
PCR from genomic DNA using primers with 5' restriction site
sequences added; these were cloned into either the pH-Stinger
(nuclear eGFP) or pRed H-Stinger (nuclear DsRed) vectors (Barolo
et al., 2000a; Barolo et al., 2004). The 7.5-kb enhancer fragment was
ampliﬁed using the primer sequences GCCGGCGCGCCGATAGCCA-
CCGTGCTCCGGATAATCGCTGC (Asc I site end) and TCCCCGCGGCA-
TATGATCACGAACATCCACATCATCTGC (Sac II site end); the 1.3-kb
enhancer fragment was ampliﬁed with the primer sequences
TAACTCGAGCATATGATCACGAACATCCACATCATCTGC (Xho I site end)
and TAAGCATGCTATATGCATTTCCAATCCAGCTTAGTCACG (Sph I site
end). Other primer sequences are available upon request. The
mutations described above under “DNA-binding assays” were intro-
duced into the 1.3-kb enhancer fragment by overlap extension PCR
mutagenesis (Ho et al., 1989). The wild-type version of the 1.3-kb
fragment was ampliﬁed from the D. melanogaster iso-1 genome
Fig. 2. Identiﬁcation of the Sox15 socket enhancer. (A) Schematic of the Sox15 locus. Shown are the intron-exon structure, the location of the KG09145 P-element transposon
insertion, the extents and designations of the deletion mutations created by imprecise excision of the KG09145 P element, the mutant phenotypes of the deletion alleles with respect
to Sox15mRNA accumulation, the DNA fragments tested for enhancer activity in vivo, the nGFP expression pattern directed by each fragment, if any, and the deduced locations of the
socket cell andwing/haltere enhancers. Note that a 1.3-kb intron fragment immediately adjacent to the ﬁrst exon (Sox1.3) drives socket cell-speciﬁc reporter expression (see Fig. 4A).
(B) Haltere (left) and wing (right) imaginal discs from late third-instar larvae, showing nGFP expression directed by the 7.5-kb enhancer fragment (Sox7.5; A); comparewith Figs. 5C
and B, respectively; see also Fig. 1M, N. (C) Pupal notum at 30 hours APF, also showing nGFP expression driven by Sox7.5. (D) 30-hour-APF notum showing nRFP expression driven by
the Su(H) ASE. Inset is a high-magniﬁcation image of a 30-hour-APF notum from a ﬂy carrying one copy each of Sox7.5NnGFP (green) and ASENnRFP (magenta), demonstrating
activity of both enhancers in the same nuclei. (E) Pharate adult notum showing nGFP expression driven by Region A (see A), a 380-bp fragment sufﬁcient to direct robust reporter
activity in socket cells by the time of eclosion.
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PCR products were sequenced and the results compared to the
genome sequence in GenBank by BLAST search (Altschul et al., 1997)
to detect unwanted point mutations. Reporter constructs were
introduced into the germline of w1118 embryos using standard
procedures (Rubin and Spradling, 1982).
Preparation of adult tissues
Wing and hinge tissue was removed from ﬂies under CO2
anesthesia and placed directly onto slides. Permount (Fisher) was
then applied to coverslips and these were immediately placed on the
tissue. For preparation of notum cuticle, adult ﬂies were dehydrated
overnight in methanol and then in ethanol. Flies were then carefully
dissected in ethanol and dorsal nota were transferred into fresh
ethanol. Ethanol was removed, and 1:2 CMC-10 mounting media
(Masters Company, Wood Dale, IL) : lactic acid was added; tissue in
this mixture was incubated, covered, overnight at 65 °C. Nota in
suspension were removed with a pipette and transferred to slides.In situ hybridization
A digoxygenin-labeled antisense RNA probe (Tautz and Pfeiﬂe,
1989) to detect Sox15 transcript in situ was made by transcribing with
T7 RNA polymerase a linear Sox15 pGEM-T (Promega) cDNA clone
containing a Sox15 PCR product from embryonic ﬁrst-strand cDNA.
Su(H) digoxygenin- and biotin-labeled antisense RNA probes (O'Neill
and Bier, 1994) were generated from a HindIII-linearized Su(H) cDNA
clone in pNB40 (Brown and Kafatos, 1988), transcribed with T7 RNA
polymerase. A sv digoxygenin-labeled antisense RNA intron probe
was constructed from genomic DNA PCR products covering 3.0 kb
from intron 1 and 5.4 kb from intron 4 cloned into pGEM-T,
linearized, and transcribed with T7 RNA polymerase. Fluorescent in
situ hybridizations to embryos were performed as described (Kos-
man et al., 2004), using a biotin-labeled Su(H) probe and a
digoxygenin-labeled Sox15 probe. Imaginal disc, pupal notum, and
adult abdomen in situ hybridizations were performed as described
(O'Neill and Bier, 1994; Lai et al., 2000; Reeves and Posakony,
2005).
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The Sox15 protein coding sequence was ampliﬁed from embryo
ﬁrst-strand cDNA and cloned into pGEX-5X-2. The optimum condi-
tions for puriﬁcation were determined as described (Mercado-
Pimentel et al., 2002). Since these consistently yielded some non-
speciﬁc bands, puriﬁed protein was electrophoresed on a
10 cm×10 cm SDS-PAGE gel and the location of the majority of the
protein was determined by Coomassie staining of a thin lengthwise
slice. A slice was then cut from the gel at this latitude and sent to
Pocono Rabbit Farm and Laboratory for immunization of two guinea
pigs. Upon receipt, antisera were preabsorbed against ﬁxed embryos
and tested for the anticipated staining pattern.
Immunohistochemistry
White pre-pupae were collected and aged to the appropriate
developmental time at 25 °C. Late third-instar larvae or aged pupae
were dissected in 1X PBS, ﬁxed for 30 minutes in 1X PBS with 0.3%
Triton X-100, and washed 5X for 10 minutes each in 1X PBS with
0.1% Triton X-100 (PBT). Tissue was then incubated with primary
antibody overnight at 4 °C, followed by ﬁve washes in PBT, a 1-hour
incubation with ﬂuorescent secondary antibody, and ﬁve further PBT
washes. After the last PBT wash, samples were suspended in 2.5%
w/v DABCO, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 90% glycerol (Kosman et al.,
2004) for ﬂuorescence microscopy, or in 80% glycerol, 100 mM Tris-
HCl pH 8.0 for light microscopy. Any tissue containing ﬂuorescent
reporters was kept in the dark from the point of ﬁxation onward as
much as possible.
Embryos were ﬁxed and prepared for antibody staining as
previously described (Kosman et al., 2004; Reeves and Posakony,
2005). They were then brought into 1X PBT and stained as described
above for larval and pupal tissues.
Primary antibodies included mouse anti-Cut hybridoma super-
natant (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa),
diluted 1:500; mouse anti-Prospero hybridoma supernatant (DSHB),
diluted 1:20; rat anti-Elav hybridoma supernatant (DSHB), diluted
1:200; mouse anti-Wg hybridoma supernatant (DSHB), diluted 1:200;
and rabbit anti-Su(H) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), diluted 1:1000.
Guinea pig anti-Sox15 antiserum was preabsorbed against embryos
and used at either a 1:500 or 1:1000 dilution. All secondary antibodies
were used at a 1:1000 dilution and included anti-mouse-HRP
conjugate (Jackson Laboratories), anti-rat-Alexa647 conjugate, and
anti-mouse-Alexa555 conjugate (Molecular Probes). HRP was
detected with DAB as described (Goldstein and Fyrberg, 1994).
Microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy was performed on a Leica TCS SP2
confocal microscope equipped with Leica Confocal Software v2.5
(Leica Microsystems). Figure panels are composed of maximum
projections of stacks taken along the apical-basal axis at 2 μm
increments. Fluorophores were excited separately at 488 nm (GFP),
543 nm (RFP, Alexa 555), or 633 nm (Alexa 647).
Samples for scanning electron microscopy were collected and
dehydrated overnight in isoamyl acetate as described (Bang et al.,
1991). Imaging was performed at the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography Uniﬁed Laboratory Facility on an FEI Quanta 600
instrument.Fig. 3. Analysis of conserved sequence motifs in the Sox15 socket enhancer reveals Su(H) and
in relation to the ﬁrst exon of Sox15, indicating the positions of two Vvl and one Su(H) bindi
high sequence conservation among D. melanogaster (Dm), D. pseudoobscura (Dp), D. virilis (D
shown is an alignment of the region surrounding Vvl site 2 (blue) from the same species. Seq
(C) Electrophoretic mobility shift assays showing the ability of both His-tagged Su(H) (S)
melanogaster sequence (S: lanes 2,6,7; V: lanes 4,6,7,9), while failing to bind mutant oligonu
slower mobility band (caret) seen when both His-Su(H) and GST-Vvl are allowed to bind pGene diagrams
Gene diagrams in Figs. 2–4 and Fig. S4 were created using
GenePalette (Rebeiz and Posakony, 2004) and edited in Adobe
Illustrator.
Results
Sox15 is expressed speciﬁcally in the socket cell of external sensory
organs
A previous survey of the expression patterns of Sox family genes in
Drosophila revealed that transcripts from Sox15 accumulate speciﬁ-
cally in the developing peripheral nervous system (PNS) in the
embryo, and it was suggested that this expression might be in the
socket cells of external sensory organs (Cremazy et al., 2001) (Figs.
1A, B). We thus sought to deﬁne the cell-type speciﬁcity of Sox15
expression in both the larval and adult PNSs. In the embryo, we detect
Sox15 transcript accumulation speciﬁcally in the cells that exhibit high
levels of Su(H) transcript (Schweisguth and Posakony, 1992), indicat-
ing that Sox15 is indeed expressed in socket cells of the larval PNS
(Figs. 1C–E). The cell-type speciﬁcity of Sox15 expression in the pupal
notum at 30 hours APF was investigated by observing its response to
experimentally induced cell fate changes (see Supplementary Fig. S1).
This analysis shows explicitly that Sox15 expression in the sensory
organ lineage is triggered by activation of the N pathway and
speciﬁcation of the socket cell fate. Despite their co-expression in
socket cells, we ﬁnd that the temporal patterns of Su(H) and Sox15
mRNA accumulation in the pupal notum differ markedly, in that high-
level expression of Sox15 is considerably delayed relative to that of
Su(H) (see Supplementary Fig. S2).
We complemented this analysis of the pattern of Sox15 transcript
accumulationwith a parallel examination of Sox15 protein expression.
Immunoﬂuorescence analysis utilizing a polyclonal antiserum raised
against recombinant GST-Sox15 protein revealed expression speciﬁ-
cally in the nuclei of socket cells in both the larval and adult PNSs, as
indicated by co-localization with Su(H) immunoreactivity (Figs. 1F–
K). Our antibody also revealed the unique pattern of Sox15 protein
accumulation in the imaginal discs of late third-instar larvae (Fig. 1M).
In wing and haltere discs, Sox15 localizes to the presumptive hinge
region, while in leg discs the protein is found in discrete patches on
opposite sides of the proximal leg primordium. These patterns of
Sox15 protein expression in imaginal discs closely mimic the
corresponding patterns of Sox15 transcript accumulation (see Figs.
5A–C) (Cremazy et al., 2001). We note that Sox15 protein accumula-
tion in the wing hinge primordium abuts the more distal zone of
Wingless (Wg) protein expression (Figs. 1L–N), which may be
suggestive of an important regulatory relationship.
Identiﬁcation and analysis of the Sox15 socket enhancer
To begin to deﬁne how Sox15 expression in the PNS is regulated at
the transcriptional level, we sought to identify the Sox15 socket cell
enhancer module. We took two approaches to this goal: generation of
deletion mutations within the Sox15 locus, and analysis of reporter
gene expression driven by non-coding genomic DNA fragments from
the gene.
The ﬁrst effort was aided by the availability of the KG09145 line
from the BDGP gene disruption collection (Roseman et al., 1995;Vvl as potential regulatory inputs. (A) Schematic of the 1.3-kb socket enhancer fragment
ng motifs. The sequences aligned in B are also indicated. (B) Alignment of the region of
v), and D. hydei (Dh) with the Su(H) site (orange) and Vvl site 1 (blue) highlighted. Also
uences included in oligonucleotide probes used in gel shift assays (see C) are indicated.
and a GST-Vvl fusion protein (V) to bind radiolabelled oligonucleotides from the D.
cleotides (S: lane 3; V: lanes 5,11). Lane 7 is a shorter exposure of lane 6, to indicate the
robe 1.
Fig. 4. Loss of Su(H) andVvl binding in cis and in trans affects Sox15 socket enhancer activity. (A–A‴) 30-hour-APF notum fromaﬂy bearing one copy each of Sox1.3wtNnRFP (wild-type
enhancer) and Sox1.3wtNnGFP (wild-type enhancer), showing the nRFP signal (A, red in A‴), the nGFP signal (A′, green in A‴), and Cut immunoreactivity (A″, blue in A‴). (B–B‴) 30-
hour-APF notum from a ﬂy bearing one copy each of Sox1.3wtNnRFP and Sox1.3SmNnGFP [Su(H) site mutant enhancer], with the different channels displayed as in A–A‴. Arrowheads
in B′–B‴ indicate positions of GFP-positive shaft cell nuclei. (C–F) nGFP expression directed by the Sox7.5 enhancer fragment in either a wild-type (w1118; C, E) or Su(H) ASE mutant
background [Su(H)AR9/Su(H)SF8; Su(H)RC-ΔASE; D, F; genotype shown at left], at either 30 hours APF (C, D) or pharate adult (E, F). (G–G‴) 30-hour-APF notum from a ﬂy bearing one
copyeach of Sox1.3wtNnRFP and Sox1.3VmNnGFP (Vvl sitemutant enhancer),with the different channels displayed as in A–A‴. (H–H‴) 30-hour-APF notum fromaﬂy bearing one copy
each of Sox1.3wtNnRFP and Sox1.3VSmNnGFP [Vvl site-Su(H) site doublemutant enhancer], with the different channels displayed as in A–A‴. Arrowheads inH′-H‴ indicate positions of
GFP-negative shaft cell nuclei (compare with B–B‴). (I) Scanning electron micrograph of notum region of a ﬂy bearing vvl-/- clones. Arrowheads indicate mutant bristles. (J–J″) 36-
hour-APF notum from a ﬂy bearing one copy of Sox7.5NnGFP and vvl-/- clones (genotype shown at left; mutant tissue marked by the absence of low-level ubiquitous nGFP), showing
thenGFP signal from the reporter gene (J, green in J″) andCut immunoreactivity (J′,magenta in J″). Filled arrowhead in J and J″ indicates Sox7.5NnGFP expressionwithin the vvl-/-mutant
territory; yellow-edged open arrowhead in the same panels indicates expression of the reporter in adjacent vvl+/- tissue for comparison. (K–L’) 30-hour-APF nota from ﬂies bearing one
copy of ASENnGFP and vvl-/- clones (genotype shown at left; mutant tissue marked as in J and J″ and outlined in white). Compare level of ASENnGFP expression (K, green in K″ and L′)
within the vvl-/- mutant territory with that in adjacent vvl+/- tissue; sensory organ cells marked by Cut immunoreactivity (K′, magenta in K″). (L–L′) vvl-/- tissue at 30 hours APF shows
two cells positive for the neuron marker Elav in most positions (L, blue in L′), and three cells positive for Pros immunoreactivity (red in L′), of which two are the Elav-positive cells.
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Fig. 5. Sox15 loss-of-function phenotypes. (A–F, O, Q) Tissue from wild-type (homozygous precise excision) ﬂies. (G–L, P, R) Tissue from Sox154AA homozygous ﬂies. (A–C, G–I)
Pattern of Sox15mRNA accumulation in imaginal discs of late third-instar larvae; see also (Cremazy et al., 2001). (A, G) Leg discs. (B, H)Wing discs. (C, I) Haltere discs. (D, J) Proximal
wing and body wall. (E, K) Sox15 mRNA accumulation in socket cells of mechanosensory bristles on the pharate adult abdomen. (F, L) Scanning electron micrographs of external
cuticular structures of representative adult mechanosensory bristles. (M) Average transepithelial potential (TEP) andmechanoreceptor current (MRC) recorded from precise excision
(black) and Sox154AA (blue) adult ﬂies. Asterisk indicates statistically signiﬁcant difference from the precise excision value (pb0.001). (N) Representative MRC traces recorded from
the same genotypes. (O–R) Transmission electron micrograph sections through the adult socket cell (O, P) and through the tubular body of the neuronal dendrite (Q, R).
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7.5-kb ﬁrst intron of Sox15 (Fig. 2A). Five new mutant alleles of Sox15
were created through imprecise excision of this element, resulting in a
series of deletions internal to the Sox15 locus (Fig. 2A). Only two of
these alleles, Sox154AA and Sox153NN, display altered accumulation of
Sox15 mRNA. Sox154AA is a deletion that removes part of the intron
proximal to the ﬁrst exon, as well as the ﬁrst exon itself (-21 to
+3078), while the Sox153NN deletion endpoints (+1812 to +3645)
are contained entirely within the intron (which extends from +1124
to +8360). Sox154AA homozygotes have lost expression of the gene in
leg imaginal discs as well as in the socket cell, and expression in wing
and haltere discs, while not eliminated, is dramatically reduced (see
Figs. 5G–I, K). This phenotype, which affects multiple tissues, is likely
due in part to the deletion of the transcription Initiator sequence of
Sox15 (Juven-Gershon et al., 2008), but it could also be the result of
deleting one or more cis-regulatory modules (see below). Sox153NN
homozygous embryos have lost most socket cell expression, whileadult socket expression appears normal (see Supplementary Fig. S3),
suggesting that the embryonic and adult tormogen regulatory
elements are at least to some degree distinct.
We next tested the capacity of a number of genomic DNA
fragments from the Sox15 locus to direct GFP reporter gene expression
in the socket cell. A fragment comprising the entire 7.5-kb intron
(Sox7.5; Fig. 2A) drives reporter expression in late third-instar wing
and haltere imaginal discs (Fig. 2B), in a pattern recapitulating that of
transcript accumulation from the endogenous gene (see Figs. 5B, C).
This fragment also directs reporter activity in single cells in both the
embryonic and adult PNSs; these are conﬁrmed to be socket cells by
the co-expression of the socket-speciﬁc Su(H) reporter ASENnRFP
(Figs. 2C, D). A shorter fragment containing the intronic 1.3 kb
proximal to exon 1 (Sox1.3wt; Fig. 2A) is likewise sufﬁcient to
recapitulate this full socket cell expression pattern, while even smaller
subfragments (Regions A-C, Fig. 2A) are capable of directing
expression in only subsets of embryonic and adult socket cells (Fig.
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directs reporter gene expression only in wing and haltere discs (data
not shown). Sox158AX, the imprecise excision allele bearing the largest
deletion within the intron, has its distal endpoint 1.2 kb from exon 2
(Fig. 2A), and ﬂies homozygous for this allele show no obvious defect
in endogenous Sox15 mRNA accumulation (see Fig. S3; data not
shown). Thus, the combined evidence from deletion mutations of
Sox15 and from enhancer fragment activity localizes the wing/haltere
and socket cell regulatory sequences to opposite ends of the gene's
large ﬁrst intron, with the former presumed to be in the 1.2 kb distal
and the latter in the 1.3 kb proximal to exon 1 (Fig. 2A).
Since the 1.3-kb proximal enhancer region is the smallest fragment
tested capable of recapitulating the full socket cell expression
dynamics of Sox15 mRNA, we examined this region (Fig. 3A) for
conserved sequence elements that might function as binding sites for
important regulatory factors. This analysis revealed two occurrences
of the sequence ATGTAAAT (Figs. 3A, B), which is a single-base-pair
mismatch to the strong binding site ATGCAAAT for the POU-domain
transcription factor Vvl (Certel et al., 1996; Ma et al., 2000). In the
adultmechanosensory bristle lineage, Vvl is detectable in all cells from
the SOP to the post-mitotic cell types, at least initially (Inbal et al.,
2003). By 42 hours APF, however, expression persists only in the
socket cell, and mosaic analysis has revealed differentiation defects in
both the socket and shaft cuticular structures in vvl mutant sensory
organs (see Fig. 4I) (Inbal et al., 2003). We ﬁnd that a puriﬁed GST-Vvl
fusion protein binds speciﬁcally in vitro to each of the Vvl motifs in the
Sox15 socket enhancer (Fig. 3C). Six bp distal to Vvl(1), the more
proximal of these sites, is the conserved sequence CATGGGAA (Figs.
3A, B), previously shown to be bound strongly by Su(H) in vitro
(Nellesen et al., 1999). Indeed we ﬁnd that this sequence in the Sox15
enhancer is bound speciﬁcally by puriﬁed His-tagged Su(H) (Fig. 3C).
With both Vvl and Su(H) as strong candidates for key regulatory
factors, we next investigated their possible roles in the operation of
the Sox15 socket cell module.
Sox15 is a direct target of the N pathway in the socket cell
Interfering with Su(H) regulation of N target genes often results in
two concurrent defects in gene expression (Barolo and Posakony,
2002). One effect is loss of gene activation in the N signal-receiving cell
due to loss of the Su(H)/NICD/Mam activation complex at the
enhancer (Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Lecourtois and Schweisguth,
1995). The second phenotype is de-repression of N target genes in the
N signal-sending cell because of the inability of the Su(H)/H/Gro/CtBP
repression complex to be recruited to the enhancer (Barolo et al.,
2000b; Morel and Schweisguth, 2000; Castro et al., 2005; Koelzer and
Klein, 2006). Su(H) binding in vitro and in vivo can be abolished by
mutating the YRTGDGAA motif to YRTGDCAA (Fig. 3C, lane 3) (Bailey
and Posakony, 1995). When applied to the 1.3-kb socket enhancer
fragment, this single-base-pair mutation results in weak ectopic
activation of reporter gene expression in a neighboring large Cut-
expressing nucleus, that of the shaft cell, by 30 hours APF (Figs. 4A, B).
Such de-repression in the N signal-sending shaft cell indicates a role
for default repression of Sox15 in this cell by Su(H) (Barolo and
Posakony, 2002). While we can detect ectopic activation of the Sox15
socket enhancer in the shaft cell when its Su(H) site is mutated, we fail
to detect any effect on activation of the reporter gene throughout the
life of the socket cell (Fig. 4B and data not shown).Moreover, when the
socket cell lacks the function of the Su(H) ASE, there is no effect on
either wild-type 7.5-kb reporter gene expression (Figs. 4C–F) or
accumulation of endogenous Sox15 transcript in this cell (data not
shown). Collectively, these data indicate that the principal direct effect
of normal N signaling on Sox15 socket enhancer activity is the relief of
default repression in the socket cell. This allows activators other than
Su(H), one or more of which would be present in both the socket and
shaft cells, to initiate transcription of Sox15 only in the appropriate cell.Vvl activates Sox15 enhancer activity in both the socket and shaft cells
The presence of Vvl binding sites in the 1.3-kb Sox15 socket cell
enhancer, combined with the Vvl expression pattern and the
phenotype of vvl mutant bristles (Inbal et al., 2003) (see Fig. 4I),
suggested that Vvl might function as one of the activators of the
enhancer. Mutating the two identiﬁed Vvl sites (see Figs. 3A, B) in a
manner that abolishes binding in vitro (see Fig. 3C), however, does not
result in loss of reporter gene expression in the socket cell (Fig. 4G).
When these sites are mutated in combination with the Su(H) site
mutation, though, we ﬁnd that ectopic reporter expression in the shaft
cell is eliminated (Fig. 4H), suggesting a role for Vvl as an activator in
the shaft cell at a minimum. The lack of an effect on reporter activity in
the socket cell could indicate that Vvl is not required for activation in
this cell, that Vvl could be working through additional sequence
motifs in the socket enhancer region, or that Vvl functions, at least in
part, indirectly in the activation of the socket module. To help
distinguish among these possibilities, we examined the expression of
a wild-type reporter gene in vvl mutant clones. First, however, we
further investigated the effects of the loss of vvl function on the
sensory organ lineage (Inbal et al., 2003).
vvl mutant bristles on the adult notum have smaller, deformed
shafts and disorganized socket structures (Fig. 4I). At 42 hours APF,
supernumerary cells expressing Cut protein are detected at these
positions, suggesting that one or more cells in the lineage may
undergo inappropriate divisions (Inbal et al., 2003). At 30 hours APF,
we ﬁnd that most vvl mutant bristle positions display ﬁve Cut-
positive nuclei (Figs. 4K, L). To determine which cells might be
dividing inappropriately, we stained wild-type and mutant tissue
with anti-Prospero (Pros), which identiﬁes the sheath cell, and anti-
Elav, which labels the neuron. Wild-type positions contain one Pros-
positive, Elav-negative cell (sheath) and one Elav-positive, Pros-
negative cell (neuron). vvl mutant positions, however, often have
three cells expressing Pros, and in most of these positions two of the
Pros-positive cells also express Elav (Fig. 4L). By contrast, loss of vvl
function appears not to affect expression of ASENnGFP, as the GFP
level and pattern are indistinguishable from that in wild-type
territories (Figs. 4K, L), and reporter activity is detected in a single
large Cut-positive nucleus at 30 hours APF (Fig. 4K). The normal
expression of ASENnGFP in vvl mutant territory indicates that vvl
function is not required for the high levels of Su(H) expression in the
socket cell, and suggests that loss of vvl activity does not affect
speciﬁcation of the socket fate, as ASENnGFP is one of the earliest and
most speciﬁc markers of this event.
The smaller size of the socket and shaft structures in adult external
sensory organs within vvl mutant clones suggests that the external
cells divide inappropriately; we conﬁrm this by detecting two nuclei
expressing ASENnGFP in vvl clones around the time of eclosion (data
not shown). By 36 hours APF, some vvl mutant microchaete positions
contain up to eight Cut-positive nuclei, implying the occurrence of
additional divisions of one or more normally post-mitotic cells in the
bristle lineage. The observation that in these positions none of the
nuclei are as large as either thewild-type socket cell or shaft cell nuclei
may indicate that indeed the external cells are dividing at this time,
and/or that they have failed to undergo the normal rounds of
endoreplication.
It is only at 36 hours APF, 19 hours after it comes on in the wild-
type positions outside of vvl clone boundaries, that we can ﬁrst detect
any expression of the Sox7.5NnGFP reporter in vvl mutant territory.
Fig. 4J shows a mutant position at which weak activity of the
Sox7.5NnGFP reporter is observed in two small nuclei; compare
reporter gene expression in wild-type (open arrowhead) and mutant
(ﬁlled arrowhead) cells. The lack of an expression delay in the case of
the ASENnGFP reporter suggests that Vvl is required for proper
regulation of Sox15 expression. However, since the Sox15 reporter
gene still becomes expressed in the socket cell, albeit with a long
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Sox15 in this cell.
Sox15 activity in the socket cell is required for normal mechanosensory
organ function
Because of the speciﬁcity and timing of its expression in the socket
cell (see Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figs. S1 and S2), Sox15 is well
positioned as a potential regulator of differentiative gene expression
subsequent to N signaling-dependent cell fate speciﬁcation. The
imprecise excision allele Sox154AA proved to be a crucial reagent for
analyzing the function of Sox15 in the socket cell. Most of the
endogenous expression pattern is affected in Sox154AA homozygous
ﬂies; no transcript is detected in late third-instar leg imaginal discs
and adult socket cells, and only weak expression is detected in wing
and haltere discs (Fig. 5; compare A,B,C,E with G,H,I,K, respectively).
The reduction of expression in these latter tissues results in a strong
mutant phenotype in the adult wing and haltere, mainly affecting the
formation of the hinge region (Figs. 5D, J). Such a phenotype is
observed in a mis-expression mutant of another Sox gene, Dichaete,
which Russell has proposed is possibly due to a dominant-negative
effect on another endogenous Sox gene (Russell, 2000). Our observa-
tions would indicate that Sox15 is that gene. The absence of leg disc
expression in Sox154AA homozygotes does not cause an obvious
physical deformity, but results in reduced movement at the coxa-
trochanter joint, preventing extension of the femur and interfering
with the ability towalk (data not shown). The Sox154AA deletion allele,
in addition to removing the Initiator sequence at the gene's
transcription start site, also removes the ﬁrst exon and the proximal
ﬁrst intron sequence that contains the socket cell regulatory
information, as indicated above. For these reasons Sox154AA homo-
zygotes fail to accumulate either Sox 15 transcript or Sox15 protein in
the socket cells of developing notum bristles at 30 hours APF (data not
shown); likewise, they lack detectable Sox15 transcript in the socket
cells of abdominal bristles in pharate adults (Figs. 5E, K). Despite this
lack of expression, the socket fate is properly speciﬁed, and by
scanning electron microscopy we could detect no defect in theFig. 6. Socket cell phenotype of the Su(H) ASE-Sox15 double mutant. (A–D) Scanning electron
hours APF using a cDNA probe, highlighting orbital bristles of the following genotypes: (A, E)
AR9 Sox154AA/Su(H)SF8 Sox154AA; Su(H)RC-ΔASE. Inset in D shows bristle organ of a ﬂy inwhich
anterior orbital; M: middle orbital; P: posterior orbital. Large arrowhead in E and H points to
E–H are thoracic microchaete socket-shaft pairs stained with anti-Cut (brown) and a sv introcuticular structures elaborated by the external cells (Figs. 5F, L). This
result suggests that Sox15 may be required instead for proper
functional differentiation of the socket and possibly other cells in
the bristle organ. Indeed, we have reported earlier that Su(H) ASE
mutants, while displaying apparently normal speciﬁcation of the
socket cell fate, exhibit dramatic reductions of both the trans-
epithelial potential (TEP) and the mechanoreceptor current (MRC)
of adult mechanosensory organs (Barolo et al., 2000b; Walker et al.,
2000). We ﬁnd that Sox154AA ﬂies display only a mild TEP phenotype
but show a strong MRC defect (Figs. 5M, N). Interestingly, this
particular type of TEP/MRC phenotype is most often observed with
mutations affecting neuronal, as opposed to socket cell, function
(Avidor-Reiss et al., 2004).
We further investigated the Sox154AA electrophysiological defect
by looking for abnormalities in socket cell and/or neuronal internal
structure using transmission electronmicroscopy. Consistent with the
physiological phenotype, we ﬁnd a reduction in the quantity of
microtubules in the tubular body of the ciliary dendrite of the neuron
(Figs. 5Q, R), which could account for the MRC defect. In addition to
this neuronal abnormality, the socket cell exhibits signs of cell death.
The cell loses its characteristic apical membrane folds, and the
cytoplasm contains multiple large vesicles lacking electron density
(Figs. 5O, P). Indeed, the results of studies presented in the
Supplementary Material (see Fig. S4) suggest that the Sox15 mutant
socket cell undergoes necrosis (not apoptosis).
Sox15 and Su(H) function together to repress sv expression and the
shaft differentiation program in the socket cell
Data presented above and previously (Barolo et al., 2000b) support
the conclusion that both Su(H) ASE function and Sox15 play critical
roles in the differentiation, but not the fate speciﬁcation, of the socket
cell. Loss of either of these activities causes severe defects in the
sensory organ's electrophysiological function. Given the similarities in
mutant phenotype, we sought to examine the effect of loss of both
Sox15 and Su(H) ASE activity on the socket cell (Fig. 6). We ﬁnd that
removing the function of both of these factors results in a moremicrographs of adult cuticle and (E–H) in situ hybridization detection of svmRNA at 36
Wild type (w1118). (B, F) Su(H)AR9/Su(H)SF8; Su(H)RC-ΔASE. (C, G) Sox154AA. (D,H) Su(H)
sv is misexpressed speciﬁcally in the socket cell (genotype ASE-GAL4/+; UAS-sv/+). A:
the position of the socket cell as indicated by Cut immunoreactivity shown in E. Insets in
n in situ hybridization probe to detect nascent transcript (purple nuclear dots, arrows).
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majority of double-mutant bristle positions display a convex, rather
than a concave, socket-shaft cuticular interface (Figs. 6A–D). Some of
these bulbous socket structures extend one or more small cuticular
projections, while others extend one or two distinctly shaft-like
structures (Fig. 6D). This latter phenotype is the most severe, and is
primarily restricted to the medial orbital macrochaetes. It is reminis-
cent of the effect of mis-expressing in the socket cell the Pax
transcription factor Shaven (Sv, formerly D-Pax2), a high-level
regulator of shaft cell differentiation (see inset in Fig. 6D) (Kavaler et
al., 1999). Sv is expressed in the bristle lineage starting late in SOP
development and persisting through the speciﬁcation of each of the
post-mitotic cell types. Once speciﬁed, however, the socket cell and
neuron fail to maintain Sv expression, and by 32 hours APF it is
undetectable in the socket (Kavaler et al., 1999). We thus sought to
examine whether the Su(H) ASE-Sox15 double mutant phenotype we
observe could result inpart from themaintenance of sv transcription in
the socket cell. Using RNA in situ hybridization probes generated from
sv coding sequence, we often detect a cloud of transcript accumulation
around the socket cell nuclei of orbital macrochaetes only in Su(H)
ASE-Sox15 doublemutants at 36 hours APF (Figs. 6E–H).We conﬁrmed
late socket cell transcription of sv in themicrochaete ﬁeld using RNA in
situ hybridization probes generated from intron sequence to detect
nascent transcript (insets in Figs. 6E–H). These data indicate that Su
(H) and Sox15 act together early in socket cell differentiation to inhibit
the maintenance of sv expression and hence to prevent inappropriate
execution of the shaft differentiation program in this cell.
Discussion
Distinct transcriptional regulation of Sox15 and the Su(H) ASE in the
socket cell
After Su(H) (Barolo et al., 2000b), Sox15 is the second transcription
factor gene known to be activated speciﬁcally in the postmitotic
socket cell of the Drosophila external sensory organ lineage. ThreeFig. 7. Summary model of the collaborative roles of Su(H) and Sox15 as N pathway targets re
its default repression mode keeps both the Su(H) ASE and the Sox15 socket enhancer off (in
accumulates to high levels in the shaft cell and directs its differentiation program. Successful
of the two enhancers in this cell. The initially low basal level of Su(H), now complexed with
acts permissively on the Sox15 enhancer, allowing Vvl and other factors to activate Sox15 g
target genes required primarily for the later (physiological) phase of socket cell differentia
through the action of a hypothetical repressor X. This inactivates the shaft differentiation pobservations reported here indicate that although both genes come to
be expressed at high levels in this cell, the underlying regulatory logic
may be quite different (Fig. 7).
The ﬁrst is the distinct dynamics of ASE-stimulated Su(H)
transcription versus Sox15 expression. Su(H) is immediately activated
at high levels following the speciﬁcation of the socket cell, due at least
in part to the establishment of an autoregulatory loop working
through the ASE. Sox15 expression, however, exhibits a signiﬁcant
delay between socket cell speciﬁcation and the time peak levels of
transcript accumulation are achieved.
The second observation concerns the role played by Vvl in the
activation of the Sox15 socket enhancer and the Su(H) ASE. Conserved
within the ASE lies a motif, CATAAAT, that might act as a weak Vvl
binding site (not shown) (Certel et al.,1996), suggesting the possibility
that Vvl could play a part in the high-level activation of Su(H) in the
socket cell. However, this appears not to be the case, since ASE-GFP is
activated within the same temporal window, and just as strongly, in
vvl mutant clones as in neighboring wild-type tissue. By contrast,
while Sox7.5NGFP is also activated in vvlmutant sensory organs, there
is a substantial delay in this expression, which is often not detectable
until the socket cell has begun to divide aberrantly. At this time,
neighboring wild-type sensory organs are already strongly expressing
Sox7.5NGFP. Vvl thus appears to be one factor present in the socket cell
that is necessary for the full activation of Sox15, but not of Su(H).
Finally, there is the observed role of N-activated Su(H) in
contributing to the transcriptional activation of the Sox15 socket
enhancer versus the Su(H) ASE. A major difference between the two
genes is made apparent by the contrasting effects on reporter gene
expression of mutating the high-afﬁnity Su(H) site(s) in their
respective socket cell enhancers. In the case of the Su(H) ASE,
mutation of the Su(H) sites causes a strong reduction in socket cell
activity at early times, along with ectopic activity in the shaft cell; by
the adult stage, the mutant enhancer is inactive (Barolo et al., 2000b).
Thus, N-activated Su(H) contributes critically to the transcriptional
activation of the Su(H) ASE. The Su(H)-site-mutant Sox15 enhancer,
on the other hand, shows no apparent diminution of its socket cellquired for socket cell differentiation. In the N signal-resistant shaft cell (right), Su(H) in
the latter case, despite the presence of Vvl). The result is that the Pax family factor Sv
activation of the N pathway in the socket cell (left) relieves Su(H)-mediated repression
NICD and Mam, contributes critically to the rapid (auto)activation of the Su(H) ASE, but
radually. Su(H) and Sox15 then function collaboratively (not hierarchically) to activate
tion. They also collaborate to shut off continued transcription of sv, probably indirectly
rogram in the socket cell.
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and remains fully active in the pharate adult. In the case of Sox15, then,
activation of Su(H) by the N signaling event appears to serve only the
purpose of relieving Su(H)-mediated default repression; activation of
the enhancer is evidently accomplished entirely through the action of
other factors such as Vvl. This distinction in the role of N signaling in
enhancer activation has been referred to as “Notch instructive” [Su(H)
ASE] versus “Notch permissive” (Sox15 socket enhancer) (Bray and
Furriols, 2001).
Functions of Sox15 and Su(H) in socket cell and sensory organ
differentiation
Our investigation of the loss-of-function phenotype of Sox15 has
revealed that, like Su(H), it has an important role in controlling the
socket cell differentiation program (Fig. 7). Comparison of the
phenotypic effects of losing Sox15 function, Su(H) function, or both,
suggests an incomplete overlap in the target gene batteries regulated
by the two factors. Loss of either Sox15 or Su(H) ASE activity causes a
serious defect in mechanosensory organ function. The lack of Su(H)
ASE activity confers the more severe phenotype, including signiﬁcant
reductions of both TEP andMRC. The TEP defect signiﬁes an inability of
the socket cell to establish the receptor lymph cavity itself, the proper
ionic composition of the receptor lymph, or a combination of the two.
The genes required for these events have yet to be identiﬁed, but it is
likely that Su(H) plays a role in regulating their expression in the
socket cell. Sox15, on the other hand, does not appear to share this role,
based on the apparent lack of a major TEP defect in Sox15 mutants.
Instead, Sox15 appears to regulate targets that contribute to socket cell
viability. Without these target factors, the cell eventually becomes
necrotic. In addition, the principal physiological phenotype of Sox15
mutants is theMRC defect, which is also conferred by loss of Su(H)ASE
function. Loss of MRC is indicative of a failure in neuronal function, yet
both Sox 15 and the Su(H) ASE are active speciﬁcally in the socket cell.
This apparent paradox indicates an important role for the socket cell as
a support cell for themechanosensory neuron. To date three proteins—
Sox15 (this paper), Su(H) (Barolo et al., 2000b), and the cytochrome
P450 Cyp303a1 (Willingham and Keil, 2004) — expressed in and
required speciﬁcally for socket cell differentiation appear to contribute
to neuronal function in mechanosensation. Given that the socket cell
envelops the other cells of the sensory organ as it develops, the socket
may be intimately involved in their normal differentiation and in the
establishment of structural and functional connectivity between them.
Defects in these processes could readily manifest themselves in an
MRC phenotype. Thus, the abnormal microtubule bundling in the
sensory dendrite in Sox15 mutants may very well be the result of a
defect in the socket cell's ability to contribute as it should to the
neuron's normal development. It is unclear at this point if the dendrite
defect is due to a failure to activate Sox15-dependent target genes
directly involved in the socket cell's support function, or if it is an
indirect consequence of the degeneration of the socket cell.
Inhibition of the sister cell differentiation program is one consequence
of N-mediated cell fate speciﬁcation in the bristle lineage
Previous studies have established that both daughters of the pIIa
secondary precursor division are bipotent cells that can adopt either
the shaft or socket cell fate (Bang and Posakony, 1992). Asymmetric N
signaling speciﬁes that the posterior daughter expresses only the
signal-dependent socket fate and the anterior daughter only the
signal-independent shaft fate. Correspondingly, our investigation of
socket cell fate speciﬁcation has largely focused on its positive aspects;
i.e., thoseways inwhich the N signaling event promotes the socket cell
from the “default” (signal-independent) shaft fate to the alternative
fate, triggering its execution of the distinctive socket differentiation
program. We have shown here that socket cell-speciﬁc activation ofSox15 expression is an important component of this program. But
the present study has also revealed the other side of the coin, by
showing that the N signaling event also results in the activation of a
mechanism for suppressing in the socket cell the capacity to execute
the shaft differentiation program (Fig. 7). We have shown that this
suppression mechanism involves the combined action of Sox15 and
Su(H) in inhibiting transcription of the sv gene, which encodes a
Pax transcription factor that is a high-level activator of the shaft
differentiation program (Kavaler et al., 1999). Without this inhibition,
the socket cell generates both socket and shaft cuticular structures. It
is clear, then, that much of the network circuitry necessary for the
execution of the shaft differentiation program remains intact in the
socket cell even after its fate has been speciﬁed. Our results show that
robust N-mediated cell fate speciﬁcation in the mechanosensory
bristle lineage involves not only promoting the signal-dependent fate,
but also actively inhibiting the alternative program.
It is likely that at least Su(H)'s role in inhibiting sv expression in
the socket cell is indirect, and occurs via an as yet unidentiﬁed
repressor (Fig. 7). An attractive candidate for this factor X would be
one or more basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) repressors encoded in the
Enhancer of split Complex [E(spl)-C]. Multiple E(spl)-C bHLH repressor
genes are activated directly by Su(H) in response to N signaling in a
variety of developmental contexts (Bailey and Posakony, 1995;
Lecourtois and Schweisguth, 1995). Consistent with this possibility,
we have observed (data not shown) that socket cell-speciﬁc over-
expression of E(spl)m7-VP16, a form of the E(spl)m7 bHLH repressor
that has been converted to a strong activator, phenocopies the ectopic-
shaft effect of sv overexpression in the same cell (see Fig. 6D, inset).
Separable regulation of early and late phases of the socket cell
differentiation program
The results of this and earlier studies (Barolo et al., 2000b) afford
us a glimpse of the regulatory architecture of the socket differentiation
program, which is set in motion by the N signaling event that speciﬁes
the socket cell fate. It seems useful to distinguish two broad phases of
this program, which no doubt overlap each other in time and are also
very likely to share at least some components of the regulatory
network. These two phases might be referred to as the earlier
“morphogenetic” and the later “physiological” subdivisions of the
socket program. The distinction is prompted by our observations of
the phenotypes conferred by loss of the two socket cell-speciﬁc
transcription factor activities identiﬁed so far, Su(H) and Sox15. In
both cases, we ﬁnd that many characteristic aspects of the socket's
cellular differentiation proceed completely normally, most notably the
construction of the complex socket cuticular structure that surrounds
the shaft structure (morphogenesis). By contrast, loss of Su(H) or
Sox15 function in the socket cell results in major deﬁcits in the
electrophysiological capacity of the sensory organ (physiological
differentiation). As described above, the speciﬁcs of these deﬁcits
differ for Su(H) versus Sox15 mutants, and include distinctive cell-
autonomous defects in the socket cell and defects in other cells likely
due to the failure of some aspects of the socket cell's support function.
But the phenotypic commonalities (emphasizing the physiological
and not the morphogenetic) are striking nonetheless. It is perhaps
reasonable to speculate that transcription factors like Su(H) and Sox15
that are activated for the ﬁrst time in the sensory organ lineage
speciﬁcally in the socket cell will tend to function primarily in the later
physiological phase of the differentiative program. By contrast, we
may expect that the earlier morphogenetic phase is controlled
primarily by factors ﬁrst expressed earlier in the lineage, at least in
the pIIa precursor cell and perhaps in the SOP. Vvl exempliﬁes this
notion: It is ﬁrst expressed in the SOP, and loss of its activity causes
visible defects in the socket cuticular structure, as well as aberrations
in the mitotic status of the normally postmitotic socket cell.
Investigation of the roles of additional transcriptional regulators in
398 S.W. Miller et al. / Developmental Biology 329 (2009) 386–399directing the socket differentiation program will test the viability of
this broad conceptual framework.
Overall, our comparison of the roles of Sox15, Su(H), and Vvl in
controlling aspects of the socket differentiation program indicates that
they function largely in parallel, and collaboratively, rather than in a
hierarchical fashion. This may suggest that the socket program will
prove to be characterized by an ensemble of such parallel regulatory
inputs that collectively direct the complex differentiation of the cell. It
is perhaps useful to note that this picture contrasts already with what
is known about the control of the shaft differentiation program, which
is dominated by the function of Sv as a high-level regulator (Kavaler et
al., 1999). Whether this reﬂects some important difference in how the
differentiative programs of N-responsive versus N-non-responsive
cell types are controlled will become clearer as we learn more about
the gene regulatory network that underlies mechanosensory organ
development.
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